Quality

wooden floors from Finland

NOVELTY PRODUCTS 2015

BEACH
HOUSE
WHITE
Oak Beach House White is a splendid combination of
the casual and luxurious South Hampton, the traditional rural mansion floor with patina and the classic
Scandinavian interior decoration with light colors.

GREAT WIBES

Oak Beach House White is always unique.
There are no two similar floorboards, because each
floorboard is brushed individually and is unique.
Therefore you will never find
a similar floor anywhere.
With Oak Beach House
White floor you can
create an individual
and casual style to
your home.

Over time, the white sand under your feet on the
beach has gently polished the white-painted oak
floor, creating a lovely vibrant surface.

Oak Beach House
WHITE-brushed, matte lacquered

This floor does not
mind scratches and
dents – they are
part of its charm!

INDUSTRIAL
FERRO
Transforming old industrial real estate into trendy loft
apartments requires a floor to match the milieu, and
Oak Industrial Ferro meets this challenge.

CHIC & STRONG

As the international trends dictate, Ferro is at the same
time rough, graphic and stylish, and slightly masculine
to form a perfect union with the raw brick and mortar
surfaces. Ferro is also at home in more modern and
clear-cut spaces.

Bricks, iron, concrete and industrial machinery
– you can almost hear the blow of the factory
whistle. Let your imagination fly and create
your own industrial environment.

Oak Industrial Ferro fits the scene in
New York, Berlin as well as London
and Helsinki.

Oak Industrial
FERRO-brushed, matte lacquered

The brushing of the surface
highlights the grain pattern and the
splendid graphic character of the
floor, and matte lacquer makes it
durable and easy to maintain.

INDUSTRIAL
TITAN
Milan, Paris, Stockholm, Barcelona, Tokyo – You name it!
Oak Industrial Titan generated from the inspiration by
these havens of fashion and interior design.

PURE ELEGANCE

More subtle and less expressive than its masculine big
brother Ferro, Oak Industrial Titan creates an elegant
and modern environment. Its graphic and classy
character fuels creativity and inspires the imagination.

Throughout time, titan has been synonymous with
excellence. Titanium edition – make your home
excellently stylish.

Oak Industrial
TITAN-brushed, matte lacquered

The brushing of the surface
highlights the grain pattern and the splendid
graphic expressiveness of the floor,
and matte lacquer
gives character and
makes it durable
and easy to
maintain.

VINTAGE
FLAME
Splendid, rustic and earthy Chalet atmosphere to
the Finnish Lapland, the Alps as well as the Rocky
Mountains.

WARM AND COSY

The large blazing grain pattern of the larch and the
color variations typical of the material are wonderfully
displayed in the new Larch Vintage Flame. The larch,
more splendid than ever, makes a comeback!

It is magical to see flames caressing the wood and
giving it a beautiful deep tone of brown.

Larch Vintage Flame floor creates a lovely
warm and cozy milieu in your home or
summer house, in ski resort hotels or ski
bistros.

Larch Vintage
FLAME-brushed, matte lacquered

The brushing removes the soft
surface wood typical of softwood,
and the matte lacquer adds
durability.

HANDWASHED
BOLE
Oak Handwashed Bole continues the already familiar
natural characteristic of the Handwashed Collection.
Bole means tree trunk, which is strong and durable as
this product.

HEARTWOOD

Bole reflects Nordic interior design and its beautiful
colors are inspired by the Finnish nature. Tree bark,
lichen, rock and frost form the harmonious unity of
gray, brown and white. T

The sturdy tree has stood its ground proudly,
year after year. Over time, its trunk gets stronger
and underneath the rough outer surface there
is the wondrous heartwood.
Oak Handwashed
BOLE-brushed, matte lacquered

he brushing of the surface
highlights the grain
pattern, and matte
lacquer gives the
floor character
and makes it
durable and easy to
maintain.

HANDWASHED
HUSKY
Oak Handwashed Husky takes us to the nature of the
north, and its Arctic images. This cool and classy floor
is a welcome addition to our selection of gray-toned
products.

ARCTIC NATURE

Oak Handwashed Husky works wonderfully with
light-colored and serene Scandinavian interior designs
or provides a soothing touch to a more lush and
decorative interior.

Husky, man’s tireless partner in the Arctic, is the
inspiration of this tone. The floor exudes the delicate
sensitivity of the Nordic environment

The brushing of the surface highlights the
grain pattern, and matte lacquer gives
the floor magnificent matte outlook
and makes it durable and easy to
maintain.

Oak Handwashed
HUSKY-brushed, matte lacquered

COLOR
COLLECTION
PINK
Oak Pink is the dream floor of every little girl, but also a
showstopper in public facilities, or instead of the floor, on
the wall or ceiling, if you like.

LITTLE PRINCESS

Oak Pink is also an excellent example of the ability of
Timberwise to tailor its products to meet the customers’
desires.

It is time to play! The pink daydream of all princesses,
big and small, has finally come true.

Oak Color Collection
PINK-brushed, matte lacquered

The pink is a covering surface
treatment, and brushing
highlights the grain
pattern of the wood.
The matte lacquered
surface is durable for
children to play and
in the heavy use of
public premises.
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